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The Greek Index Project provides scholars with easy and inexpensive access to the manuscript data contained in some fifteen hundred printed catalogues and inventories of Greek manuscripts. Its database, which is the source of the project’s listings, holds nearly 300,000 records of manuscripts for authors who lived prior to ad 1600.

The first volume gives a brief history of the nature and scope of the project. It also includes a detailed description of the database and the data tables used.

The second volume deals primarily with authors included in the first eight fascicles of the *Prosopographisches Lexikon der Palaiologenzeit* (Vienna, 1976– ).

The third volume deals with authors belonging to the period of Classical and Late Antiquity (treated very loosely to include all non-religious works prior to the ninth century). The manuscript listings of basic codicological information are organized by category (*opera*, *mathematica*, *philosophica*, *epistulae*) and comprise 1830 pages. A supplementary list of catalogues published since the second edition of Marcel Richard’s *Répertoire* and its *Supplément* (Paris, 1958 and 1964) and used by the Project is also appended.

Volume four includes a complete listing of all authors in the Project database. The name of the author (Latinized or transliterated Greek) is followed by an abbreviation for the reference work used and a numerical reference to that work, by period indicator and century.

The manuscript listings themselves are gathered in three sets of microfiche: one for the Patristic authors, a second for Byzantine authors, and a third for authors of uncertain identification. About 4700 pages of material is found on the fiche.

The listings follow the format established by the project. The library location, library name, collection name (where applicable), shelf mark, foliation or pagination, century, specific dates (where available), contents, additional data such as the title or incipit, main catalogue reference, and other catalogue references are provided for each manuscript.